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Landscape Sensitivity and Landscape Capacity: 
common approach

Landscape sensitivity

•Reflects the vulnerability of a landscape to change; the 
ability of a system to take pressure

•Within a landscape, certain attributes may be more 
vulnerable to change than others



Landscape Sensitivity and Landscape Capacity: 
common approach

Landscape capacity

•The ability of a landscape character type or area to 
accommodate a specific change without undesired effects, 
influenced by landscape sensitivity

•Varies according to the type and degree of change

•Reflects the value of the landscape



Landscape Sensitivity and Landscape Capacity: 
common approach

The landscape is sensitive to different forms of recreation and 
tourism activities.

Capacity is the ability by which the landscape can 
accommodate a particular type or scale of activity in relation 
to its sensitivity.

Thus a landscape with greater sensitivity to a particular type 
of development usually has lower capacity to accommodate 
this.



Planning for new large-scale developments

• Landscape character can be used to identify places where 
the sensitivity of the landscape and thus its “capacity” to 
accept certain types of new development need to be 
evaluated

•Wind energy developments are one example.



Landscape character sensitivity for onshore wind 
turbine development in the Scottish Highlands

•A project undertaken for Highland Council and Scottish 
Natural Heritage (now NatureScot)

•Carried out by David Miller of the James Hutton Institute and 
Simon Bell.

•Used the Scottish landscape character assessment as a 
basis

•Used specific criteria to assess sensitivity in GIS



Areas of landscape character and their sensitivity for wind farm 

development in northern Scotland



Landscape Capacity: Recreation

•For recreation planning sensitivity may include all 
dimensions in relation to winter/summer, land/water, 
active/passive, motorised/non-motorised forms of recreation 
and tourism etc

•Capacity may be measured in terms of which forms of 
activity are most suitable for a specific LCA: in some, low-
key hiking on nature trails may be all that is possible while in 
others ATVs may be acceptable.



Assessing Landscape Sensitivity

As the sensitivity of a landscape to a specific development is 
influenced by landscape character, it is affected by aspects such as:

• Visual/experiential

• Hydrology, 

• Soils,

• Ecology: habitats, wildlife

• Historical, social and cultural aspects



Assessing Landscape Sensitivity

Criteria need to be developed to assess each aspect of sensitivity in 
relation to the type of proposed development

• The criteria can be assessed along a defined scale, for example 
qualitatively as high, medium or low, or numerically on a scale of, for 
example, 1-5, but the rationale and definition of different levels on a 
scale must be absolutely clear

• Each LCA unit (individual units and/or combinations of units) is 
assessed for sensitivity in relation to the specific type of 
development proposed



Assessing Landscape Capacity

• In order to assess capacity, it is necessary to assess each LCA unit 
as to its suitability for the potential development type (eg
recreation type), including consideration of landscape value. This 
can also be assessed on a scale as for sensitivity.

• To consider capacity for the potential development type, it is 
necessary to categorise the different types of development that 
may be proposed and to assess the varying capacity for these, for 
example different kinds of recreation at different seasons. In some 
places, there may be pressure for different types of development in 
different LCA units.
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Assessing suitability and/or pressure: demand side

•Consider the suitability of each LCA for different forms of 
recreation: seasons, water/land, motorised/non/motorised

•Take into account what is there already – and its condition, 
scale of provision etc

•What is the actual or potential demand?

•Who might the user groups/target market be?

•Assess the pressure (or if no specific pressure then the 
suitability should demand build up in future)



Example of suitability 
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motorised/non-
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Assessing sensitivity: supply side

•Consider the different aspects which may be affected by 
specific forms of recreation

•Ecological sensitivity – eg. disturbance of wildlife, trampling 
of vegetation

•Soils/hydrology – eg. erosion of soil, water pollution

•Aesthetic/sensory – eg. views, noise, crowding, facilities

•Cultural historical – eg. historical features, damage risk

•Consider weighting of more important aspects







Assessing capacity

•Take the sensitivity and pressure/suitability for each  LCA 
unit and calculate the capacity in relation to each recreation 
type according to the classification

• List the suitable activities in relation to the capacity and write 
a few guiding sentences for each – maybe provide a table 
with clear graphics and symbols







Site-level assessment: application as part of a 
Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment

•A landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) is a 
component part of an Environmental Impact Assessment

•The work is split into two parallel complementary parts – the 
landscape impact assessment and the visual impact 
assessment

• Impact is measured in terms of significance, in part 
calculated from a combination of sensitivity and magnitude 
of impact



LVIA of a wind form development in southwest 
Scotland

•A development of 25 turbines proposed for a hill in 
southwest Scotland 

•Seen from many settlements

• In a protected area (regional park)

• In a location where many other windfarms are already built 
or proposed



The site Glasgow

Location



Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) to 35km from 
the development



Overlay of Scottish LCA units on ZTV









Sensitivity summary



Magnitude of impact summary



Significance of impact summary



Conclusions

• Landscape character assessments have a wide range of applications in 
landscape planning

• Using the concept of landscape sensitivity is an effective way of evaluating if 
proposed developments are likely to have  negative consequences for the 
landscape character – especially if that character is strong and highly valued 
by people

• When landscape character assessments are carried out at different scalar 
levels, their application can also range from more regional-based strategic 
approaches down to the more detailed assessment of impacts.

• While visual impact is a separate topic in LVIA, visual quality is embedded in 
LCA and can be part of the sensitivity assessment for planning


